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The system checks the person’s match with all the four
parameters of biometrics instead of checking just a single
parameters. Even if a single parameter is not matching the
user will be said to be an invalid user. The combination of all
the four parameters overcomes the drawbacks of each other
and makes the system works efficiently.
The user detect the four different parameters using
the biometric for identifying the valid user. These techniques
is very efficient for applying in an technology and they are
easily identified the user.
The user detect the four different parameters using
the biometric for identifying the valid user. These techniques
is very efficient for applying in an technology and they are
easily identified the user.
 Gait Detection
 Palm Detection
 Face Detection
 Voice Recognition

Abstract - The Authentication framework utilizing Gait,

Facial, Palm and voice acknowledgment on biometric elements
is utilized to give a secret word free and physical gadget free
validation. It keeps away from the bedlam because of the
accessible frameworks of validation like passwords, card check
which can are effortlessly be fashioned and hacked by the
aggressors. The proposed framework takes the benefit of the
human's one of a kind personality that is given by the
biometric highlight of each person. The framework guarantees
to give secure get to just to the legitimate clients without
requiring them to recollect their check subtle elements or
convey anything in abundance. It gives a dynamic and quick
calculation for approving the clients from their innate normal
qualities. The usage incorporates recording the step highlight
of a man, which depicts his/her strolling style and the qualities
removed from them is extraordinary for every one of the
people. The step highlight joined with other remarkable
components of people like palm print and facial elements will
give powerful and difficult to manufacture secure validation
framework. The other key element in this usage is, all the
procedure is finished with the assistance of only three cameras
and it is finished by picture handling innovation. The execution
does not require any exceptional hardware thus it is much
financially savvy. The usage utilizes calculation which is
dynamic, quick and plays out the proposed assignment
adequately.

The various biometric features that are currently used
for authentication are fingerprint scanning, retinal scanning,
DNA scanning and so on but the disadvantage in all of these is
that none of these methods has provided any complete solution
of the security from the intruders.

2.TECHNIQUES OF USER DETECTION
2.1.Gait Detection
Each individual has a unique way of walking. The gait
cycle formed by the motion of the head the swing distance of
each hand, lift of the foot for each step, the distance between the
feet and the height of the person are various features that need to
be included in a gait scan.

Key Words:Image Processing( MATLAB),HMM,Eigen vector

algorithm.
1.INTRODUCTION
This Biometric identifiers are measurable
characteristics used to label and describe the individuality of
the user. The biometrics are Gait Scan, Palm Scan, Face
detection and voice recognition. In banking, the customer
used for locker only on password or card verification. In case
the customer forget the password or card that time the
problem will be occured. These system considered the
biometrics are identified the user while matching their gait,
face, palm and voice matching. Even they can not match that
any one biometric they will not accept the valid user they
called as invalid user.
The major efforts for all the identification are concentrated
on, (1). Increased performance in automatic verification
system which includes segmentation and matching. (2). To
get a higher accuracy multiple source of detection are used.
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2.2. Palm Detection

The same pattern is repeated continuously in the
process of walking. The various data collected during a cycle
is fed into the data base. The features like wave forms of the
head movement, height and the distance between the feet at
the
end
of
a
cycle
are
taken
into
consideration.

The Palm Scan is done as a second stage in detection of
the user. In this stage the user’s identical palm features are
taken and then stored in the database. The identical features
of the user are extracted from the palm of the user by taking
a single snapshot of the palm. After taking the snapshot, the
features of the palm is taken in consideration. It is done by
eigen palm detection methodology.

Fig- 2: Different stages of a gait cycle
Gait Priority = Matching of (Head Swing + Foot
Distance + Height of the person).
Separate wave pattern is formed for each
parameter during the gait scan, so that filtering is carried out
at all stages of comparison. There is no specific starting point
for the wave pattern and it may start at different positions.

Fig - 3: Taking the snapshot of palm of a person
The inner surface of our palm usually contains principal
lines, wrinkles and ridges. Palm print scanning consists of
palm print scan in which palm print image of an individual is
collected. This is done by using a flat palm scanner device in
which a wooden strip marks the position on which the
crossing of index and thumb finger has to be placed so that
all palm prints will be aligned from left to right.

The list of matching based on the image from the
cameras is shown in the Table I and Table II, the values given
in the input and ouput are for examples.
Table - I: INPUT TO THE GAIT PHASE
Height

Distance
Between Foots

Head Swing

6 ft

46

76

Table - II: OUTPUT OF THE GAIT PHASE
Fig - 4: Palm Detection
Height

Distance
Between Foots

Head Swing

6ft

43

84

2.3 Face Detection
Face Scan is done as a third stage in recognition of
the client. In this stage the client's indistinguishable face
elements are taken and after that put away in the database.
The indistinguishable components of the client are
extricated from the substance of the client by taking a
solitary depiction of the face. In the wake of taking the
preview the components of the face are mulled over. It is
finished by eigen confront location strategy.

The Table I shows the input taken from the camera
as the user enters inside the system and the table II shows
the output match that are nearly matching them.

Initial a standard picture of a person amid biometric
enlistment handle utilizing an advanced picture caught by
still camera or a live video sustain is put away. At that point
amid every validation session the right now caught picture of
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3.ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

the individual is contrast and the put away gauge picture. At
that point design coordinating calculations are utilized to
figure out whether there is a usable head accessible in that
picture.

A model of the framework to be produced is clarified
with the assistance of the beneath design. This uses stride as
the essential test in which the walk design for the
approaching client is created. Once the stride test is done the
rundown of clients with comparative step examples is taken.
As the second stage confront output is done trailed by palm
examine lastly the voice acknowledgment is finished then
outcome is checked with the information of the clients
shortlisted from the walk test. This lessens the frauds of
copying the fingerprints.

Fig - 5: Face Detection
After identification of the face, it is "standardized"
i.e., the face is taken out from the foundation to make up for
look, posture, lighting and size. At that point a few
estimations, for example, remove between the nose and eyes
and jaw are ascertained. At that point the numerical
portrayal of the face known as eigenface is built up utilizing
the general facial shape and the estimations done before.
Eigenfaces are the vectors created by performing
particular esteem deterioration on an arrangement of
preparing countenances. Each of these vectors, when
modified into a 2d picture tends to highlight certain
qualities. The eigenface is then put away as a format or as a
diagram in a storehouse like a database.

Fig - 6: The Proposed Architecture
The walk filter engineering has two arrangement of
cameras for front and back perspectives of the framework.
The different elements are caught from both the cameras and
the investigation will be performed in light of correlation
with the pictures put away in the database and the picture
caught from the relating cameras.

2.3 Voice Recognition

4. USER REGISTRATION

In confirmation mode, the framework checks a
man's personality by contrasting the as of now caught
biometric include and that of the individual biometric
highlight that is being put away. Such passwords are
anything but difficult to break by savage compel assaults or
by speculating. The Hidden Markov Model is an arbitrary
likelihood dispersion prepare with a fundamental irregular
process that is covered up. Be that as it may, must be seen by
another arrangement of arbitrary process. The voice is
perceived utilizing Hidden Markov Model [2].

Initially, when the user comes for the first time,he/she is
made to register into the system.The process includes gait
registration, face registration, palm registeration and finally
voice registration. The user has to register into all these scans
along with his personal details like his/her name, mobile
number, DOB, address, etc. Now the system is ready with all
the user details and stored into the database.
For the gait registration the user has to walk in his/her
normal walking style for the stipulated distance in a
particular place or a specific chamber. That place has optimal
lighting required for the process and has a plain background.

The pre handling is done to change the information
discourse into advanced frame that can be perceived by the
recogniser. Next stride is the element extraction from which
the parameters that can be processed are extricated. Next
stride is the model era. Here for model extraction. Shrouded
Markov Model is being utilized. Well is a framework
containing hubs of shrouded states. Next is the example
classifier. It perceives the specimens on the premise of
irregular properties of the word [2].
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Fig- 7: User Registration
For voice registration the user has ti speak in normal
style for storing the voice in the database. Finally the palm
print image of the user is taken and in a similar manner
where the images are taken and stored in serial order. The
images of the face and palm are taken in an optimal lighting
environment.
Graph- 1: Output no. of people after each scan

5. USER DETECTION

As it completely takes the unique character of the
individuals and access them there is very much less amount
of chances for miss predictions. It will be a better substitute
for the existing authentication system that needs passwords
and the other biometric authentication system as well which
can be easily forged on.

The client discovery is the second step of
discovering whether the client is an approved or not. The
identification stage comprises of four modules to be specific
the walk recognition,face recognition,palm acknowledgment
and voice acknowledgment. The client identification stage is
the heart of the venture saying whether the client is a
substantial one or not.
The venture has the office to group the general
population entering in four classes to be specific, a legitimate
client, another client and an aggressor. In light of the
aftereffect of the client recognition stage the clients will be
arranged. On the off chance that every one of the parameters
in the identification stage get coordinated then he/she will
be called as a substantial user.If none of the parameters
coordinate then he/she is considered as another client and if
halfway parameters are coordinating then can be an
interloper.

The system is a fast acting one which works more
efficiently with well-defined set of dynamic algorithm which
classifies users as valid users, invalid users and Illegal user.
Based on the result of the system a good security can be
provided for any sort of organization that requires high
authentication.
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